
Only a generation or two ago, Montana’s Big Sky was 
also Montana’s dark sky. Even on the outskirts of 

small towns, observers of the night sky could view a billion 
points of light in the Milky Way, or, in the wake of a solar 
storm, watch the delicate curtains of the Aurora Borealis 
dance above the northern horizon.

Today, those billion points of light are down to a thou-
sand points of light or less in many places as lights from 
Montana’s towns and cities overpower the fainter stars. 
Even in the countryside, security lights blaze brighter than 
any star, ruining the night vision of backyard astronomers. 
In far too many places, the Big Sky has become the Bright 
Sky — rich in light, poor in stars.

I learned how much the situation in the Flathead had 
deteriorated several years ago following a late meeting near 
Spotted Bear, an isolated ranger station near the Bob Mar-
shall Wilderness. Returning to Kalispell, I stopped along 
the east side of Hungry Horse Reservoir. The stars blazed 
from horizon to horizon in a night sky that appeared uni-
formly dark.

When I reached my home west of Kalispell, the night 
was still crystal clear, but only directly overhead were the 
stars as bright as they had been two hours earlier. Lights 
from Kalispell and the Flathead Valley washed out the stars 
near the horizon.

Since then, the situation has grown worse. Now Mon-
tana’s third most populous county, the Flathead is booming. 
People are moving in, buildings are going up, and more and 
more lights — badly designed lights — are switching on.

The unwanted and unwelcome companions of the Flat-
head’s prosperity are light pollution, a general glow in the 
sky, and light trespass, local lighting that spills onto adjacent 
properties.

Any light that points upward, or shines down on a highly 
reflective surface, contributes to sky glow. For example, pow-
erful lights illuminate the parking lots at the Home Depot-
Target complex north of Kalispell. The parking lots are as-
phalt and dark, but the lights are so bright that the glow can 
be seen for miles.

Many rural areas are no better. I live a nautical mile or 
so northwest of the fairgrounds. When I moved here in the 
1970’s, only a few dim lights glowed in the west: stars near 
the horizon were visible. Now my western view is filled with 
unshielded yard lights that blaze all night. The stars still 
shine, but they are dimmer and not as easy to observe.

One of the worst examples of light trespass in the val-
ley was at the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and 
Parks’ headquarters in Kalispell. Two sodium-vapor lights 

attached to the east side of a large utility building pointed 
almost straight out from the building, illuminating a parking 
lot surrounded by a chain link fence. To people driving west 
along Two Mile Drive, those bulbs rivaled the landing lights 
on a Boeing 727.

Badly designed security lights are self-defeating. Accord-
ing to the International Dark-Sky Association, an organiza-
tion dedicated to keeping the stars in sight, lights that glare 
reduce the ability of police and passersby to see prowlers and 
intruders.

Equally important, inefficient lighting wastes money, 
some $2 billion a year according to the idsa. At $0.08 per 
kilowatt hour, that’s 25 billion kilowatt hours a year wasted, 
or 25 times the annual output of Hungry Horse Dam.

I don’t know how much money bad lighting wastes in the 
Flathead and the rest of Montana. But one thing is certain: 
if light pollution and light trespass are not brought under 
control, and soon, the celestial wonders in the Big Sky could 
be lost forever to future generations of Montanans.

Fortunately, this need not happen. Light pollution and 
trespass can be arrested by installing properly shielded, 
energy efficient lights.“The universal good-lighting rule of 
thumb,” said the late George Lovi, of New York’s Hayden 
Planetarium, “[is] if you see the bulb, the light is bad. If 
instead you see only the illuminated object, it’s good.” The 
principle is understood perfectly by a policeman shining a 
flashlight on a suspect.

In addition to educating builders and homeowners, 
we can safeguard our right to dark skies through carefully 
crafted laws. Dark sky ordinances originated in communi-
ties near major astronomical facilities, such as Kitt Peak and 
Mount Palomar. Similar ordinances now are being adopted 
throughout the nation. Even Helena, Montana, has a dark 
skies ordinance of sorts.

The time to act is now. Only seven generations have passed 
since Lewis and Clark explored what is now Montana. Dur-
ing most of their journey, the only man-made lights they saw 
were their own campfires. Today, even in the most remote 
regions of occupied Montana, there is almost always an elec-
tric light somewhere. In the larger towns and cities under the 
Big Sky, electric lights are almost everywhere.

With every additional bad light that we switch on, we 
foolishly shrink the size of our universe. With other foolish-
ness, we have reached the point where another mistake could 
extinguish an entire species of life. Must we also extinguish 
opportunities to stand beneath the Big Sky at midnight and 
reach out and touch the stars?
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